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SUMMARY
CpG islands often exhibit low DNA methylation, high histone H3 lysine 4 trimethylation, low nucleosome density, and high DNase I

hypersensitivity, yet the rules by which CpG islands are sensed remain poorly understood. In this study, we first evaluated the relation-

ships between the DNA and the chromatin properties of CpG islands in embryonic stem cells using modified bacterial artificial chromo-

somes. Then, using a bioinformatic approach, we identified strict CpG-island density and length thresholds in mouse embryonic stem

and differentiated cells that consistently specify low DNAmethylation levels. Surprisingly, the human genome exhibited a dramatically

different relationship betweenDNAproperties andDNAmethylation levels of CpG islands. Further analysis allowed speculation that this

difference is accommodated in part by evolutionary changes in the nucleotide composition of orthologous promoters. Thus, a change in

the rules bywhichCpG-island properties are sensedmayhave co-evolvedwith compensatory genome adaptation events duringmamma-

lian evolution.
INTRODUCTION

Two fundamental goals of the eukaryotic gene regulation

field are to understand how specific chromatin features

are acquired at defined regions of the genome and to deter-

mine how these features help orchestrate the proper regula-

tion of gene expression. Many chromatin features,

including histone and DNA modifications, are regulated

by enzymes recruited by transcription factors that bind

DNA in a sequence-specific manner. However, chromatin

structure can also be influenced by the nucleotide composi-

tionof aDNAregion, orbymolecularprocesses suchasDNA

replication, transcription, and DNA repair (Segal et al.,

2006; Deaton and Bird, 2011; Morrison and Shen, 2009).

In mammals, CpG islands serve as an example of the

impact of intrinsic nucleotide composition on chromatin

structure (Deaton and Bird, 2011). CpG islands are found

at approximately 70% of mammalian promoters and

have been defined using different CpG dinucleotide preva-

lence criteria (Irizarry et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2010; Yu et al.,

2017). Most definitions consider the length of the CpG-

rich region (CGR), GC content, and the ratio of the

observed density of CpG dinucleotides to the density ex-

pected if CpGs were distributed randomly (obs/exp ratio).

Regardless of the criteria used, CpG islands often exhibit

low DNA methylation, low nucleosome density, high

DNase I hypersensitivity, and detectable histone H3 lysine

4 trimethylation (H3K4me3) (Bock et al., 2007). When

associated with poised or silent genes, CpG islands can

also exhibit high H3K27me3 (Bernstein et al., 2006).
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Experimental evidence supports the hypothesis that the

intrinsic DNA properties of CpG islands play an intimate

role in specifying their characteristic chromatin properties

(Lövkvist et al., 2016). The discovery of a protein motif

that recognizes unmethylated CpG dinucleotides, termed

theCXXCmotif, uncovered one strategy bywhich the pres-

ence of several unmethylated CpGs in a CpG island might

be sensed (Clouaire et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2018). CXXC do-

mains can bind directly to and protect unmethylated CpG

dinucleotides (Cierpicki et al., 2010). Studieshave suggested

that the sensing of intrinsic CpG islandproperties has func-

tional impacts on transcription and development (Agarwal

andShendure, 2020;Hartl et al., 2019).However, theprecise

rulesbywhich theDNAproperties ofCpG islands are sensed

by CXXC motif-containing proteins or other chromatin

regulators remain unknown. For example, is a defined den-

sity of CpG dinucleotides within a CGR of defined length

essential for an impact on chromatin structure?

The intrinsic instability of nucleosomes assembled at

CpG islands may also contribute to their characteristic

chromatin properties. Early biochemical experiments

demonstrated that GC base pairs help stabilize nucleo-

somes, but nucleosome stability is compromised in the

absence of properly positioned AT dinucleotides, which

provide the flexibility needed for DNA to wrap around

the histone octamer (Drew and Travers, 1985; Lowary

and Widom, 1998). In vitro biochemical studies and

genome-wide nucleosome mapping studies have

confirmed that CpG islands often exhibit intrinsic nucleo-

some instability (Fenouil et al., 2012; Ramirez-Carrozzi
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Figure 1. Experimental Analysis of CpG-Rich Sequences in a Gene-Desert BAC
(A) The table displays the basic DNA properties of CpG-rich sequences inserted into a gene-desert BAC, which was then pre-methylated and
introduced into mouse ESCs.
(B) The diagrams represent the DNA methylation status in ESCs at inserts of the Il12b CpG island and deletion variants. Each circle
represents a particular CpG position, the color of which represents the average ratio of methylated to unmethylated CpGs determined by
bisulfite sequencing across multiple clones. The data shown for each insert are an aggregate of three or four clones. The key shows the color
that corresponds to each DNA methylation level.
(C) The graph shows qPCR results from H3K4me3 ChIP DNA with primers specific to select inserts from (B). The signal is relative to the input
fraction and normalized to a native unmethylated downstream CpG island on the transgenic BAC. The signal at a control region 2 kb

(legend continued on next page)
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et al., 2009), raising the possibility that this instability con-

tributes to the acquisition of the other chromatin proper-

ties that characterize CpG islands.

Although the DNA properties of CpG islands have the

potential to contribute to their characteristic chromatin

features, elucidation of this relationship has been

confounded by the presence of transcription factor binding

sites in CpG-island promoters. In fact, transcription factors

have been shown to play amajor role in dictating the chro-

matin properties of CpG islands through their ability to

help maintain low CpG methylation levels and recruit en-

zymes involved in H3K4me3 deposition (Krebs et al.,

2014). Is it possible that transcription factor binding is fully

responsible for the chromatin properties of CpG islands, or

do their DNA properties make an additional contribution?

To increase our understanding of CpG islands, we first

evaluated DNA methylation at representative CpG islands

and CpG-island variants in the context of bacterial artificial

chromosomes (BACs) stably integrated into mouse embry-

onic stem cells (ESCs).We then carried out a systematic bio-

informatic analysis of the relationships between the various

DNA properties of CGRs and their characteristic chromatin

properties. We also asked whether we could identify CpG-

density and CGR-length thresholds that consistently coin-

cided with low DNA methylation levels throughout the

genome. This analysis led to a number of insights, the

most striking of which was the existence of a dramatically

different relationship between DNA properties and the

DNAmethylation state of the mouse and human genomes.

Further analysis led to speculation that the two species

adapted to these differences through alterations in the

nucleotide composition of orthologous promoters and

throughtheuseofdistinctmechanisms tomark silentgenes.
RESULTS

Experimental Examination of Relationship between

CpG island and DNA Methylation in Mouse ESCs

To extend our understanding of the relationship between

CpG islands and chromatin properties, we first took
upstream of the insertion site is also shown. The black bars represen
least two clones.
(D) The diagrams show the DNA methylation status at transgenic ins
(E) The graph shows qPCR results from ChIP for H3K4me3 with primer
inserts in ESCs. Normalization and controls are as in (C).
(F) The diagrams show DNA methylation levels determined by bisulfite
fused to the Il12b CpG island 207–277 bp sequence from (B).
(G) The graph shows qPCR results from H3K4me3 ChIP DNA with primer
fusions to the Il12b CpG island 207–277 bp fragment.
(H) The diagrams show DNA methylation levels at transgenic inserts
140 bp (32)). Also shown are DNA methylation levels at an insert co
(I) The graph shows qPCR results from H3K4me3 ChIP DNA with prim
advantage of a previously described strategy (Mendenhall

et al., 2010) in which defined CGRs corresponding to

known or artificial CpG islands were inserted into a 136-

kb gene-desert BAC. The modified BACs were then pre-

methylated (to help ensure broad methylation in the

absence of activities promoting selective loss of methyl-

ation) and stably introduced into ESCs, followed by an

analysis of DNA methylation in individual stably trans-

fected clones by bisulfite sequencing; the goal was to

examine the impact of DNA features on DNAmethylation

in a BAC system in which the DNA sequences could be

readily manipulated. The properties of the 15 sequences

inserted into the BAC for the current analysis are summa-

rized in Figure 1A.

We first used this assay to analyze a small, 277-bp CGR of

unknown function located 1 kb upstream of the mouse

Il12b gene; this sequence is representative of a non-pro-

moter CGR at the low end of the length and CpG density

spectrum (see below) while exhibiting low DNA methyl-

ation and a significant H3K4me3 chromatin immunopre-

cipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) peak inmouse ESCs (Vin-

cent et al., 2013). When analyzed by bisulfite sequencing

and H3K4me3 ChIP in the context of the gene-desert

BAC stably integrated into the mouse ESC genome, this

Il12b fragment was found to lack DNA methylation and

to exhibit an H3K4me3 ChIP signal (Figures 1B and 1C).

CpGs flanking the Il12b insert exhibited highDNAmethyl-

ation and low H3K4me3 (data not shown).

We then analyzed six sub-fragments of this Il12b

sequence to determine whether its DNA methylation and

H3K4me3 properties are dictated by its overall DNAproper-

ties or by a specificDNA element. The results revealed that a

36-bp fragment (207–242) was necessary and sufficient to

establish the unmethylated DNA state (Figure 1B), consis-

tent with a model in which a transcription factor binding

site rather than the DNA properties of the 277-bp fragment

was responsible for the low DNAmethylation. The identity

of the factor responsible for the low DNA methylation re-

mains unknown, but a near-consensus binding site for

CTCF, a known mediator of low DNA methylation, is
t the standard error from two immunoprecipitation replicates of at

erts of the 601 sequence and variants, similar to (B).
s specific to the 601, ‘‘601 reduced CpG,’’ and ‘‘601 plus CpG’’ variant

sequencing at transgenic inserts of either 601 or ‘‘601 reduced CpG’’

s specific to the inserts of 601 and ‘‘601 reduced CpG’’ fusion variant

of tandem 601 (601 (32)) or Il12b 1–140 bp fragments (Il12b 1–
mposed of 601 plus the adaptor used to adjoin tandem sequences.
ers specific to the tandem insertions in (H).
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present within this 36-bp sequence (Feldmann et al., 2013).

Consistent with a possible role for CTCF, deletions of 9 or

15 bpwithin the CTCF binding site resulted in a substantial

increase in DNA methylation in the context of the full-

length CpG island (data not shown). Notably, only the

intact, full-length 277-bp fragment acquired high

H3K4me3 (Figure 1C), suggesting that additional transcrip-

tion factors and/or specific DNA properties are needed for

acquisition of this modification.

To further explore the possibility that DNA properties of

CGRs might influence acquisition of the characteristic

chromatin properties of CpG islands, we focused on a syn-

thetic 150-bp CGR known as 601, which was originally

identified as a sequence capable of assembling into a highly

stable nucleosome (Lowary and Widom, 1998); this prop-

erty is attributable to the fact that it combines a high GC

content with properly spaced AT dinucleotides to allow

optimal wrapping around the histone octamer. When

analyzed in the context of the gene-desert BAC, 601 DNA

remained heavily methylated and lacked H3K4me3 (Fig-

ures 1D and 1E), indicating that 13 CpG dinucleotides in

a 150-bp fragment are insufficient for acquisition of low

DNA methylation and high H3K4me3. We also tested

two variants of 601; in one variant, ‘‘601 reduced CpG,’’

10 of the 13 CpGs were converted to other dinucleotides,

GpC or GpG, thereby retaining only 3 CpGs. In the other

variant, ‘‘601 plus CpG,’’ 7 GpCs were converted to CpGs,

thereby increasing the CpG density to an obs/exp ratio of

2.13, which exceeds the density of almost all CGRs in the

human genome. Interestingly, the CpGs in both constructs

remained heavilymethylatedwhen tested in the context of

the gene-desert BAC, and H3K4me3 levels remained low

(Figures 1D and 1E). Thus, altering CpG numbers and

CpG density in a short DNA fragment appears insufficient

to drive the loss of DNA methylation and acquisition of

high H3K4me3.

Importantly, two different types of alterations to the 601

insert led to loss of DNAmethylation. First, insertion of the

70-bp Il12b fragment that supports loss of DNA methyl-

ation adjacent to 601 promoted the efficient loss ofmethyl-

ation throughout the 601 sequence (Figure 1F), suggesting

that the presence of an appropriate transcription factor

binding site adjacent to a CpG-rich fragment is sufficient

to promote loss of methylation. This spreading activity

was not dependent on the high CpG density in 601, as

similar loss of methylation was observed when the Il12b

sequence was inserted adjacent to the ‘‘601 reduced CpG’’

variant (Figure 1F). The spreading activity also did not

require placement of the Il12b fragment immediately adja-

cent to 601, as reduced 601 methylation was also observed

when a 375-bp CpG-deficient BAC spacer fragment was in-

serted between 601 and the 70-bp Il12b fragment (data not

shown). Interestingly, these constructs did not acquire
902 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 16 j 899–912 j April 13, 2021
appreciable H3K4me3 levels (Figure 1G), despite having

CpG densities and lengths similar to those of the full-

length Il12b CpG island.

The second strategy that resulted in loss of DNA methyl-

ation at 601 was duplication of the sequence. Despite the

inability of a single copy of 601 to support loss of DNA

methylation, we observed efficient loss of methylation at

the tandem sequence termed ‘‘601 (32),’’ as well as acquisi-

tion of high H3K4me3 (Figures 1H and 1I). An insert con-

taining only one copy of 601 adjoining the linker region

used in the tandem version (‘‘601 + adaptor’’) retained

high DNA methylation, demonstrating that the linker

DNA does not contain a cryptic transcription factor bind-

ing site to promote methylation loss (Figure 1H). Although

nucleosome density was difficult to accurately measure

with these short sequences, these results also show that a

CGR that is capable of assembling into stable nucleosomes

can still readily acquire low DNA methylation and high

H3K4me3.

A similar result was obtained when the Il12b CpG island

sub-fragment, 1–140 bp, was duplicated; unlike the single

insertion of this sequence, the duplicated version effi-

ciently lost its methylation, with moderately increased

H3K4me3 (Figures 1H and 1I). Together, the data in this

figure support a hypothesis in which both transcription

factor binding sites and the DNA properties of CpG islands

can contribute to the loss of DNAmethylation and acquisi-

tion of H3K4me3.

Relationships between the DNA Properties of CpG-

Rich Regions

To define further the relationship between theDNAproper-

ties of CpG islands and their characteristic chromatin prop-

erties, we developed a bioinformatic approach. We first

defined a collection of CGRswithin the human genome us-

ing low-stringency criteria. Most previous studies used

higher stringency criteria to capture primarily those DNA

segments that function as CpG islands (Irizarry et al.,

2009; Wu et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2017). In contrast, a large

fraction of the DNA segments within our collection lack

CpG-island properties and functions, thereby facilitating

a detailed examination of the relationships between DNA

properties and chromatin properties.

Specifically, we selected all non-repetitive DNA segments

of at least 150 bp that possess an obs/exp ratio for CpG di-

nucleotides (i.e., CpG density) of at least 0.55. If two or

more overlapping 150-bp segments met this density crite-

rion, they were merged into one longer segment. We did

not normalize for GC percentage when calculating CpG

density; normalization would be based on an uncertain

assumption that GC content does not contribute to regula-

tory functions. Using these criteria, 173,307 CGRs were

identified, comprising approximately 5% of the non-



Figure 2. Nucleotide Properties of Human CGRs
(A) The bar graph shows the distribution of the frequency of all 173,307 human CGRs within bins for total CpG number, total length,
average CpG density, or average GC content.
(B) A frequency histogram shows the CGR distribution among total length bins and CpG density bins. Red denotes high occurrence. For each
length bin, the highest co-occurring CpG density bin is indicated (black box).
repetitive portion of the human genome. As expected,

broad ranges of CpG numbers, densities, CGR lengths,

and GC percentages were observed within the pool of

CGRs (Figure 2A).

Froman analysis of the relationships between the various

DNA properties of the CGRs, the most striking finding was

a dramatic difference in the CpG density distribution as a

function of CGR length (Figure 2B). CGRs between 150

and 600 bp in length frequently possess CpG densities at

the low end of the range used in the analysis (0.55–0.60).

However, CGRs greater than 800 bp in length were found

to be distributed around a much higher CpG density peak

of 1.00–1.25, with surprisingly few CGRs near the density
minimum (Figure 2B). The infrequent occurrence of long

CGRs with low average CpG densities is consistent with a

hypothesis in which long CGRs have remained unmethy-

lated in germ cell lineages with such high levels of stability

that they have had little opportunity for loss of CpG dinu-

cleotides during evolution via 5-methylcytosine deamina-

tion (Cohen et al., 2011).

Relationships between Chromatin Properties of CGRs

As an initial step toward evaluating chromatin properties,

published datasets from human ESCs (see Experimental

Procedures) were analyzed, revealing the expected distribu-

tion of each chromatin property among the set of CGRs
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 16 j 899–912 j April 13, 2021 903



Figure 3. Prevalence of Highly Methylated CGRs Identified Using Defined CpG Density/CGR Length Criteria in Mouse and Human ESC
and Differentiated Cells
(A and B) The tables show the counts of CGRs in mouse and human DNAmethylation datasets that meet the DNA property criteria labeled at
left. CGRs are separated by genomic location and by non-overlapping CpG density and length ranges. Cell line names are in parentheses,
with all other datasets derived from primary tissues. For all six mouse (A) and six human (B) datasets, the number of CGRs with high DNA
methylation (>70%) in each criteria range is shown under ‘‘# Meth’’ next to the number of regions that qualify for the criteria, ‘‘Total.’’ The
last column for each methylome group is the percentage of CGRs methylated for each criterion, ‘‘% Meth.’’ The tables are colored by
frequency; increased gray indicates higher CGR numbers, while increased red indicates a higher percentage in the ‘‘% Meth’’ column. CGRs

(legend continued on next page)
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(Figure S1). Of greatest relevance for the current analysis, a

bimodal distribution of DNA methylation was observed in

the ESCs, with 17% and 77% of CGRs exhibiting either low

(0%–30%) or high (70%–100%) DNA methylation levels,

and only 6% exhibiting intermediate levels.

The datasets were then used to examine relationships be-

tween the chromatin properties. As expected, these results

revealed close correlations between low CpG methylation,

high ormediumH3K4me3, and high ormediumDNase HS

(Figure S2). In contrast, nucleosome density and

H3K27me3 did not correlate with these chromatin proper-

ties (Figure S2). Overall, the results support a model in

which the acquisition of histone H3K4me3, DNase HS,

and low DNA methylation at CGRs relies on closely linked

mechanisms. In contrast, distinct mechanisms may be

responsible for the broad acquisition of low nucleosome

density and measurable histone H3K27me3.

The modest correlation between DNase HS and nucleo-

some density (derived from micrococcal nuclease

sequencing [MNase-seq] data) was initially surprising,

given that both assays provide a measure of the physical

accessibility of chromatin to nuclease cleavage. However,

this lack of correlation is consistent with a model in which

the DNase HS assay monitors the eviction of one or more

nucleosomes from a specific portion of a CGR (leading to

hypersensitivity to one or more focused DNase I cleavage

events), whereas the MNase assay provides an average

nucleosome density throughout the entire CGR. In fact,

subsequent analyses showed that nucleosome density cor-

relates most closely with GC percentage rather than the

chromatin properties associated with active transcription

or with transcription itself (data not shown). Thus, we spec-

ulate that, although GC percentage may be a major driver

of overall nucleosome density within a CGR, this property

may have little relevance to transcriptional control.

Further analysis of genomic location revealed that CGRs

at promoters exhibited much lower DNA methylation

levels, higher H3K4me3, and higher DNase HS than non-

promoter CGRs (Figure S3). Promoter CGRs also exhibited

higher CpG densities and were generally longer than non-

promoter CGRs (Figure S3). Thus, the three properties asso-

ciated with active chromatin correlate with DNA proper-

ties, but also with regions (i.e., promoters) that are known

to be transcriptionally active. Subsequent analyses, in

which promoter and non-promoter CGRs were separated

into bins based on their DNA properties, with the chro-

matin properties of each bin then examined, yielded results

consistent with the notion that both DNA properties and
with insufficient bisulfite sequencing reads were discarded, which ac
omes. In addition, promoter CGR classifications were confirmed manua
CGRs >1.0 CpG density and >1 kb CGR length (see Figure 4). PBL, per
(C) Averaged and rounded values for the mouse and human ESC and s
transcription factor binding influence the chromatin prop-

erties of CGRs (data not shown). Importantly, repetition of

the above analysis with mouse ESCs yielded similar results

(data not shown).

DNA Properties in Mouse ESCs that Consistently

Coincide with Low DNA Methylation

The data presented above are consistent with models in

which the chromatin properties of CpG islands are influ-

enced by both intrinsic DNA properties and transcription

factor binding. However, these results consist largely of sta-

tistical trends rather than precise rules. We therefore asked

whether specific DNA properties could be identified that

consistently predict a defined chromatin state, with the

analysis first performed with mouse CGRs. We focused on

DNA methylation because of the bimodal distribution of

this chromatin property, which allowed reliable quantita-

tion and greater consistency among datasets.

When considering CpGdensity and CGR length simulta-

neously in a mouse ESC dataset, we first noted that high

DNAmethylationwas not observed at any of the 5,154 pro-

moter CGRs, and at only 1 of the 714 non-promoter CGRs,

exhibiting a CpG density >1.0 and a CGR length >1 kb (Fig-

ure 3A, mouse ESC v.6.5 data, >1 CpG density/>1,000 bp

length rows). Notably, the 5,154 promoter CGRs that fulfill

these criteria represent approximately 21% of all RefSeq

promoters. When the CGR length stringency was arbi-

trarily reduced to 600 bp, 2,591 additional promoter and

677 non-promoter CGRs were added to the pool, yet

none of the additional promoters and only 2 of the non-

promoter CGRs exhibited high DNA methylation (Fig-

ure 3A, mouse ESC v.6.5 data, >1 CpG density/600–

1,000 bp rows). An arbitrary reduction in the CpG density

stringency to 0.8, while maintaining the CGR length strin-

gency of 1 kb, or simultaneous reductions in the length and

density stringencies to 600 bp and 0.8, respectively,

resulted in only gradual increases in the percentage of

methylated CGRs (Figure 3A,mouse ESC v.6.5 data). Exam-

ination of additional bins showed that the prevalence of

high DNA methylation increases as the CpG density and

CGR length stringencies are reduced (data not shown).

Importantly, highly similar profiles were observed with a

second independent mouse ESC DNA methylation dataset

(Figure 3A, mouse ESC E14 data [please note that the total

number of CGRs stated differs slightly among datasets due

to differences in CGRs exhibiting sequencing reads]).

Thus, a strict rule appears to exist in mouse ESCs by

which, with only one exception out of 5,868 CGRs, a
counts for the slight variation in qualifying CGRs between methyl-
lly for all methylated mouse CGRs shown and all methylated human
ipheral blood leukocytes; FB, fibroblasts.
omatic cell data from (A) and (B) are shown.
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CpG density >1.0 combined with a CGR length >1 kb co-

incides with an absence of high methylation. This strict

rule breaks down gradually as density and length strin-

gencies are reduced. Notably, the small number of CGRs

that were methylated in both of the mouse ESC lines

are biased toward exons and introns (Figure 3A). This

finding is consistent with evidence that Dnmt3b is re-

cruited to gene bodies during active transcription to pro-

mote DNA methylation (Baubec et al., 2015; Morselli

et al., 2015).

A Competition Model May Explain the DNA

Methylation State of CGRs

An examination of the mouse ESC profiles in Figure 3A

seems most consistent with a model in which the DNA

methylation state of a CGR is dictated by competition be-

tween mechanisms that promote an unmethylated state

and opposing mechanisms that promote a methylated

state. In this speculative model, CpG density and CGR

length help promote an unmethylated state, perhaps

through their ability to bind Cfp1 or other unmethylated

CpG binding proteins (Cierpicki et al., 2010; Clouaire

et al., 2012). At CGRs that exceed a CpG density of 1.0

and a length of 1 kb, such a mechanism may be sufficient

to ensure an unmethylated state. Transcription factors

may also help promote the unmethylated state at CGRs

that exceed these density and length thresholds.

In opposition to these two mechanisms, transcription-

directed Dnmt3b recruitment is likely to promote DNA

methylation at a subset of transcriptionally active gene

bodies. Methylation is also likely to be promoted by other

mechanisms, such as spreading from flanking regions of

low CpG density. According to this model, as the CpG den-

sity and CGR length stringencies are reduced, a larger per-

centage of CGRs are found to bemethylated, with the high-

est percentage of methylated CGRs in gene bodies (due to

transcription-coupled Dnmt3b recruitment), the lowest

percentage of methylated CGRs at promoters (due to tran-

scription factor-mediated protection from methylation),

and an intermediate percentage of methylated CGRs at in-

tergenic regions.

An Altered Competitive Balance in Differentiated

Cells

To extend our analysis, we analyzed DNA methylation da-

tasets from four independent differentiated cell types from

mice. Interestingly, in all of these datasets, a larger number

of CGRs with high methylation were observed in all

genomic locations and in all CGR density/length bins in

comparison with the two independent mouse ESC datasets

(Figure 3A, promoter data summarized in Figure 4A). For

example, although no promoters with a CpG density

>1.0 and CGR length >1 kb were methylated in ESCs, five
906 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 16 j 899–912 j April 13, 2021
promoters in this stringency bin were methylated in all

four differentiated cell types (Figure 4A).

Interestingly, the same five promoters were methylated

in all four cell types and all were found to be associated

with sperm-specific genes (Figure 4A), providing initial ev-

idence that somatic cells contain a mechanism to promote

the methylation of germ-lineage-specific promoters pos-

sessing CpG criteria that typically would promote an un-

methylated state. When the CpG density and CGR length

stringencieswere reduced, additionalmethylated promoter

CGRs were detected in the four datasets frommouse differ-

entiated cells, with a strong bias toward promoters of germ-

lineage genes (Figures 3A and 4A). The acquisition of DNA

methylation at the promoters of germ-lineage genes ap-

pears to act during the maturation of ESCs to epiblasts, as

these same promoters were found to be highly methylated

in a mouse epiblast reduced-representation bisulfite

sequencing dataset (data not shown). These findings are

consistent with a study that documented increased

methylation at the CpG-island promoters of germ-lineage

genes following ESC maturation (Auclair et al., 2014).

More generally, the increased DNA methylation observed

in somatic cells in comparison with ESCs is consistent

with abundant evidence that chromatin structure is in a

more open state in ESCs.

Shifting our attention to non-promoter CGRs in the

four differentiated cell types, between 31 and 39 non-pro-

moter CGRs exceeding a density of 1.0 and length of 1 kb

were found to be highly methylated in comparison with

only one in the ESC datasets, with the vast majority of

these methylated non-promoter CGRs found in exons

(Figure 3A). The prevalence of methylated CGRs in exons

in comparison with introns appears to be due to a bias to-

ward methylation of CGRs near the 30 end of genes,

which tends to coincide with exons (i.e., 30 untranslated
regions) rather than introns (data not shown). Similar to

the observations in ESCs, the percentage of methylated

CGRs increased gradually with reduced CpG stringencies

(Figure 3A).

Most notably, increases in the percentages of methylated

CGRs increased concordantly at promoters, exons, introns,

and intergenic regions in the reduced stringency bins,

when the ESC profiles were compared with the somatic

cell profiles. This finding is consistent with the competi-

tion model, as the balance appears to have shifted in these

differentiated cells toward mechanisms that promote

methylation and/or away from mechanisms that protect

against methylation. Because the altered balance was

observed at all genomic locations, we speculate that it is

due to reduced potency of a putative mechanism that

‘‘measures’’ CpG density and CGR length to support an un-

methylated state. If the altered balance were primarily due

to enhanced recruitment of Dnmt3b to gene bodies or to



Figure 4. The Relationships between DNA Properties and DNA Methylation Differ in Mice and Humans and during Development
(A) The pie charts show the gene types associated with the highly methylated mouse promoter CGRs identified using the DNA property
criteria at the left (see also Figure 3). Each graph shows the number of CGRs for each mouse cell type that have an associated gene that is
either germline related, pseudogene/non-coding, or non-germ related (skin, neuronal, etc.). The five CGRs with CpG density >1.0 and
length >1 kb and that have high methylation are from the same five genes in all four differentiated cell types; the names of these five genes
are displayed to the right.
(B) The pie charts show the characterization of the confirmed promoter human CGRs with CpG density >1.0 and length >1 kb that are
methylated from each cell type, as in (A).
(C) The pie charts show a comparison of the methylated mouse and human CGRs with CpG density >1.0 and length >1 kb, at non-promoter
locations in frontal cortex. Each graph shows the number of methylated CGRs at exons, introns, or intergenic regions, colored by the key at
the bottom.
(D) The dot plot shows the distribution of average DNAmethylation in frontal cortex at all CGRs compared with CpG density, for both mouse
(red) and human (black).
changes in transcription factor binding to promoters, one

would expect changes to be observed primarily at gene

bodies or promoters.

AGreatly AlteredCompetitive Balance inHumanCells

Most surprisingly, in human cells in comparison with

mouse cells, the balance appears to be tilted much further

in favor of the mechanisms promoting DNA methylation.

This finding is apparent in two datasets from human ESCs

and four datasets fromhuman differentiated cell types (Fig-

ures 3B and 4B). Notably, the prevalence of methylated

CGRs in human ESCs was comparable to that in human

differentiated cell types (Figures 3B and 4B), consistent
with the notion that human ESCs are thought to be more

analogous to mouse post-epiblast cells than to mouse

ESCs (see below). However, much higher percentages of

CGRs in all stringency bins and at all genomic locations ex-

hibited high methylation in the six human cell datasets

comparedwith the fourdatasets derived fromdifferentiated

mouse cells (compare Figure 3A to Figure 3B and note aver-

ages in Figure 4C).

At human promoters within the highest stringency bin

(CpG density >1.0 and CGR length >1.0), methylation

was biased toward germ-lineage-specific genes, as in mice

(Figure 4B). However, the number ofmethylated promoters

in humans was much larger than in mice and was not
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Figure 5. Species-Specific Adaptation of
Promoters to Accommodate the Different
Relationships between DNA Properties
and DNA Methylation
(A) For this chart, 112 mouse promoter CGRs
were selected that were orthologous to
methylated human CGRs from ESCs with
length >1 kb and CpG density >1.0. The graph
to the left shows the corresponding 87 or-
thologous mouse promoters that were un-

methylated in mouse ESCs, numbered and colored by CpG density as described in the key at right; 52 of these mouse ortholog promoters
retain high CpG densities that are resistant to DNA methylation in mice. The right graph shows the 25 mouse promoters that were
methylated in mouse ESCs similarly labeled and colored; the CpG densities of these promoters are consistently lower than those of their
human orthologs, providing an explanation for their ability to be methylated in mouse cells. The very low (<0.55) CpG density group
reflects genes for which a mouse ortholog exists, but which have no DNA region that fulfills the minimum criteria of a CGR within 500 bp of
the transcription start site (TSS). DNA methylation at very low regions was calculated by averaging all CpGs within 500 bp of the TSS.
(B) Of the 52 mouse promoters from (A) that retain the high CpG densities observed with their human orthologs (and therefore are
unmethylated in mice because CGRs with these DNA properties are almost never methylated), 27 were found to be silent in mouse ESCs
(<0.5 RPKM). H3K27me3 levels are shown for these 27 promoters, suggesting that H3K27me3 may contribute to the silencing of these
‘‘methylation-resistant’’ mouse promoters.
limited to germ-lineage genes (compare Figures 4A and 4B).

Also similar to the observations in mice, high methylation

at human non-promoter locations was most prevalent

within exons (Figures 3 and 4C). However, once again,

the number of methylated exons was consistently much

higher in humans than in mice. For example, mouse and

human frontal cortex contained 31 and 629 methylated

CGRs, respectively, in the highest stringency bin (Fig-

ure 4C). The scatterplot in Figure 4D, which compares

DNA methylation and CpG density in mouse and human

frontal cortex, further emphasizes the fact that high DNA

methylation is observed at CGRs with high CpG densities

in humans but not in mice.

As mentioned above, typical human ESC lines, unlike

mouse ESC lines, possess molecular characteristics that

are most similar to the post-epiblast stage of development,

including higher global DNA methylation (Nichols and

Smith, 2009). Recently it has been shown that by using

certain culture conditions, ESCs can be converted from

this primed phenotype to a naive, blastocyst-like stage

(Guo et al., 2017; Takashima et al., 2014; Theunissen

et al., 2014). By analyzing a DNA methylome generated

by Guo et al. (2017) from these naive human ESCs, with

a direct comparison with a methylome from the more

mature primed cells, we observed that DNA methylation

in the high-stringency CGR bins in the naive cells was

lower than in the human primed cells (Figure S4), but re-

mained substantially higher than the methylation levels

in mouse ESCs (and more comparable to mouse differenti-

ated tissues). Therefore, even at the most blastocyst-like

stage with reduced overall DNA methylation, human

ESCs maintain a skewed balance toward DNA methylation

at CGRs in comparison with mouse ESCs.
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Species-Specific Adaptation of Promoter Sequences

The striking difference between humans and mice with

respect to the relationship between DNA properties and

DNA methylation was unexpected and difficult to ratio-

nalize. In particular, one would expect such fundamental

relationships to be well conserved through mammalian

evolution. Instead, on the basis of the differences described

above, many orthologous promoters are predicted to be

highly methylated when silent in human cells, but not

when silent in mouse cells.

To examine how this fundamental difference might be

tolerated, we analyzed the properties of orthologous pro-

moters. Of the human genes whose promoters exhibited

a CpG density >1.0, a CGR length >1 kb, and high methyl-

ation in human ESCs, 112 had mouse orthologs that could

be clearly identified. Strikingly, 25 of these 112 mouse pro-

moters exhibited high methylation in mouse ESCs. On the

basis of the data shown in Figure 3, high methylation

would not be expected in mice if the mouse promoters

possessed the same DNA properties as their human ortho-

logs. Interestingly, each of these mouse promoters ex-

hibited a CpG density that was much lower than that

observed in the human ortholog (Figure 5A, right). Further-

more, the twomethylatedmouse promoters with the high-

est CpG densities (between 0.75 and 1.00) were shorter

than their human orthologs (data not shown). Thus, all

of these mouse promoters exhibited properties that are

compatible withDNAmethylation inmice. In other words,

the CpG densities and CGR lengths of the mouse and hu-

man promoters appear to have adapted to their distinct,

species-specific relationships between DNA properties

and DNA methylation; the mouse orthologs possess

reduced CpG densities and CGR lengths, allowing them



to acquire the same high levels of DNA methylation when

silent as their human counterparts. (To determine whether

these results can be explained by frequent differences in

CpG densities of orthologous promoters, we examined

the humanorthologs ofmouse promoter CGRs in the high-

est CpG-density bin; 82% of the human orthologs

exhibited a high CpG density [>1.0], demonstrating that

differences in CpG density are relatively infrequent [data

not shown].)

The mouse orthologs of the remaining 87 methylated

human promoters were found to be unmethylated in

mouse ESCs (Figure 5A, left). Thirty-five of these 87 mouse

promoters exhibited reduced CpG densities, which may

allow them to be silenced by DNA methylation in other

cell types. However, the other 52 promoters exhibited

high CpG densities in mice, just as in humans (Figure 5A,

left). Most of these 52 promoter CGRs were also longer

than 1 kb, suggesting that they may never be susceptible

to DNAmethylation in mice, even when silent, in contrast

to the high methylation observed at their human ortho-

logs. Twenty-seven of these 52 promoters were expressed

below 0.5 RPKM in mouse ESCs. An examination of his-

tone modifications at these 27 promoters revealed that all

but one exhibited high or medium levels of H3K27me3

(Figure 5B). These results suggest that, despite CpG proper-

ties that render these mouse promoters resistant to DNA

methylation (in contrast to their human orthologs), they

remain susceptible to silencing via an H3K27me3-depen-

dent mechanism. Thus, we speculate that different rules

governing the relationship between DNA properties and

DNA methylation in mice and humans can be tolerated

because some orthologous promoters have altered their

nucleotide compositions in a species-specific manner to

maintain susceptibility to DNA methylation in both spe-

cies; other promoters may rely exclusively on H3K27me3

to maintain a silent state in mice, with DNA methylation

contributing to silencing of the human ortholog.

DISCUSSION

Through a systematic analysis of the relationships between

the DNA and the chromatin properties of CGRs in the hu-

man and mouse genomes, we provide evidence in support

of models in which both transcription factor binding and

intrinsic DNA properties contribute to the regulation of

the chromatin properties at CpG islands. Of greatest impor-

tance, an effort to uncover rules by which DNA properties

influence DNA methylation revealed striking differences

between mouse ESCs and mouse somatic cells, and be-

tween mice and humans, with respect to the intrinsic rela-

tionship between DNA properties and DNA methylation.

We speculate that the genomes of the two species accom-

modated these differences through adaptation of their
promoter sequences and of the modes of silencing em-

ployed at orthologous genes.

The profiles described throughout this analysis support a

model in which mechanisms promoting the loss of DNA

methylation at CpG islands (transcription factor binding

and the recognition of CpG-rich DNA regions) compete

with mechanisms that promote DNA methylation (tran-

scription-coupled Dnmt3b recruitment and perhaps

spreading from CpG-poor regions). The balance between

these opposing mechanisms appears to shift during devel-

opment and to differ in humans andmice.We propose that

the shift in this balance is due to a change in the potency of

the unknownmechanism by which CpG density and CGR

length properties are sensed, since a change in this one

property could explain the fact that the competitive bal-

ance is shifted at all genomic regions.

It is important to note that, although a surprisingly firm

rule can be defined in mouse ESCs, in that only 1 of 5,868

CGRs with a CpG density >1.0 and CGR length >1 kb ex-

hibits high methylation, the breakdown of this rule in

reduced stringency bins is gradual. This observation sug-

gests that more refined rules remain to be elucidated to

explain why, for example, 30 exonic CGRs in frontal cortex

(CpG density >1.0, length >1 kb) are methylated, whereas

the remaining 292 exonic CGRs with similar density and

length properties remain unmethylated. Interestingly, 3

of these 30 methylated exonic CGRs contain highly repet-

itive sequences (data not shown), which may promote the

acquisition of DNA methylation. The remaining 27 also

exhibit a tendency toward repetitive sequence content

that differs substantially from that observed at the CGRs

that remain unmethylated (data not shown). Additional

studies are also needed to gain an understanding of the

mechanism by which CpG density and CGR length are

measured. As suggested above, variations in this mecha-

nism may be responsible for the species-specific relation-

ships between DNA properties and DNA methylation,

thereby increasing the importance of future studies in

this direction.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Identification and Analysis of CGRs
A script (see below) was written to scan the repeat-masked hg19

human genome and the mm9 mouse genome for CpG dinucleo-

tide occurrence. Sliding 150-bp windows were scanned and

selected if the obs/exp CpG ratio was greater than 0.55:

Obs/exp ratio =CpGnumberO(size of window in bp3 probabil-

ity of randomCpG [1/16]). CGRs were defined by specific genomic

coordinates and overlapping regions were combined.

Distribution analyses were performed using frequency histo-

grams bins inMicrosoft Excel. Genomic locations of non-promoter

regions (including genic regions) were defined by the UCSC Refseq

database. Promoter locations were determined as overlap ± 500 bp
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 16 j 899–912 j April 13, 2021 909



of any transcription start site defined in the UCSCRefSeq database.

Overlapping locations were called by the following hierarchy: pro-

moter, UTR (omitted in Figure 3), exon, intron, intergenic.

Analysis of CGR Chromatin Properties
ChIP-seq datasets for H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 for H1 human

ESCs and E14/Bruce4 mouse ESCs, and H3K4me3 data from

post-mortem human frontal cortex, were obtained from the

ENCODE database on the UCSC Genome Browser (Bernstein

et al., 2010; Ernst et al., 2011; The Mouse ENCODE Consortium

et al., 2014). The histone modification signal at CGRs was calcu-

lated by averaging of the ChIP sequencing signal across the CGR

position interval. DNase HS data for H1, E14 human ESCs, and hu-

man frontal cortexwere frompublicly available datasets (Thurman

et al., 2012; Vierstra et al., 2014). DNase HS signals at CGRs were

calculated as themaximal peak score overlapped by the CGR inter-

val. MNase nucleosomemapping data for human andmouse ESCs

were downloaded from the GEO database (West et al., 2014).

Nucleosome density was calculated by averaging the MNase

sequencing signal over the CGR interval. DNA methylation levels

were acquired from published datasets for the cell types in Figure 3

(Bernstein et al., 2010; dos Santos et al., 2015; Guo et al., 2017; Hon

et al., 2013; Kunde-Ramamoorthy et al., 2014; Lister et al., 2009; Lu

et al., 2014; Vincent et al., 2013; Ziller et al., 2013). DNA methyl-

ation scores were obtained by averaging all individual CpG

methylation scores within the CGR. The hg19 reference genome

was used for this analysis because all of the published datasets

were mapped in hg19.

BAC Modification and Preparation
The human gene-desert RP11-722D BAC was purchased from

CHORI-BACPAC. Exogenous sequences were inserted into the

BAC as described (Gong and Yang, 2005). BACs were electropo-

rated into SW102 RecA-expressing bacteria and selected for tar-

geted recombination of GalK and replacement of GalK byminimal

galactose medium or deoxygalactose, respectively (Warming et al.,

2005). A PGK-neomycin-expressing cassette was introduced into

the BAC as described (Wang et al., 2001). Successful recombineer-

ing was confirmed by restriction enzyme fingerprinting and

sequencing of the insert region.

BAC DNA was isolated using the Large Construct Kit (Qiagen)

and linearized with the restriction enzyme PI-SceI (New England

Biolabs). BACs were pre-methylated as described (Xu et al., 2009)

and BAC integrity was verified on a large pulsed-field gel (Bio-

Rad CHEF Mapper XA).

Cell Culture
The R1 male mouse ESC line was grown in Knockout DMEM sup-

plemented with 15% fetal bovine serum (Omega), 0.1 mM non-

essential amino acids, 2 mM L-glutamine, 1% penicillin/strepto-

mycin, 0.05mM b-mercaptoethanol, and 1,000U/mL LIF (ESGRO,

Millipore). All culture products were purchased from Gibco unless

otherwise noted. ESCs were maintained in gelatin (STEMCELL

Technologies)-coated Petri dishes and on a layer of mouse embry-

onic fibroblasts mitotically inactivated with mitomycin C. ESCs

were removed from plates using trypsin-EDTA (STEMCELL

Technologies).
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ESCs were grown to confluency on a 10-cm plate prior to trans-

duction with 5–20 mg of BAC DNA by electroporation at 0.27 kV,

500 mF. After a short recovery, the ESCs were replated 1:2. G418/

neomycin at 255 mg/mL was added for approximately 10 days to

select transfected clones. Single colonies were picked and

expanded in G418. Genomic DNA was isolated from stable ESC

clones with the DNeasy kit (Qiagen). Integration of BAC DNA

was confirmed by genotyping PCR.

Bisulfite Sequencing and ChIP
Bisulfite treatment of 2.5 mg of genomic DNA was performed as

described (Millar et al., 2002). Sequence-specific PCR of the bisul-

fite-treated DNA was performed using primers specific to BAC re-

gions. The PCR fragments were cloned into the pCRII vector (Invi-

trogen, K2070-20) and transformed into DH5a E. coli cells.

Miniprep plasmid DNA was sequenced using M13 reverse primers

(50-AGGAAACAGCTATGACCAT-30).
Nuclei from approximately 30 million ESCs were isolated as pre-

viously described (Ramirez-Carrozzi et al., 2006). The nuclei were

then supplemented with protease inhibitors (a-Complete, Roche)

and sonicated in a Diagenode Bioruptor Twin sonicator for

15 min with 30-s cycles. One hundred micrograms of chromatin

was incubated overnight at 4�C with 5 mg of an antibody to

H3K4me3 (Millipore, 07-473). Chromatin complexes were recov-

ered by binding to Protein A Dynabeads (Invitrogen, 100-02D)

and were released from the beads by elution with NaCHO3 1%

SDS buffer, and cross-linking was reversed by incubation at 65�C
overnight. DNA was purified using the PCR purification kit (Qia-

gen). The quantity of immunoprecipitated DNA was measured

by qPCR on an iCycler (Bio-Rad). The amount of DNA for each

primer set was calculated relative to a 5% input chromatin control

sample. To control for variable BAC integrants, the percentage in-

puts for all BAC regionswere normalized to the percentage input at

a downstream BAC CpG island with consistent enrichment.

Data and Code Availability
The code used to find CGRs is available at https://github.com/

teneth/findCGR/.
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